


The Clause 8 and Clause 9 of CSR/21/16,dt.05.05.2016 will be read as follows:- 

8.  A candidate shall be allowed to take up the subject(s) for both Honours and General Courses under heading 
“A” if he/she had passed the subject (s) under heading “B” at the previous qualifying examination :  

Sl No. A Sl. No. B 

1. Mathematics 1. Mathematics/Business Mathematics 

2. Statistics 2. Statistics/Business Mathematics / Mathematics 

3. Physics 3. Physics and Mathematics 

4. Chemistry 4. Chemistry 

5. Zoology 5. Zoology/Biology/ Bio-Technology 

6. Botany 6. Botany/Biology/Bio-Technology 

7. Physiology 7. Physiology/Biology/Bio-Technology 

8. Geology 8. Geology/Geography/ Physics and Chemistry 

9. Molecular Biology 9. Biology/ Bio- Technology and Chemistry/ Physics 

10. Micro-Biology 10. Biology/ Bio-Technology and Chemistry/ Physics 

11.           Computer Science 11. Mathematics & any one of  

  12. Electronics 12. Electronics/ Physics and Mathematics 

13. Commerce 13. Accountancy/ Business Economics including Business 

Mathematics/ Business Organization & Management/ 

Mathematics/ Economics/ Statistics/ Commerce/ 

Accounts/ Business Studies/Financial Accounting/ Office 

       

       

     

14. Environmental Science 14. Chemistry 

Note:- Apart from the above fourteen(14) subjects, the candidates have no restriction to take any subject in 
their General Courses of studies. 

 

 

 

 

 



9.    Some Special conditions for admission to Honours Courses as follows:  

(i). Economics: A Candidate shall be allowed to take up Honours in Economics if he/she has passed in 
Mathematics at the H.S. Examination (10+2) conducted by the West Bengal Council of H.S. Education or its 
equivalent  examination  in  Mathematics/  Business  Mathematics.  Students  who  have  passed  Business 
Economics including Business Mathematics in H.S.(10+2) level from West Bengal Council of H.S. Education are 
also eligible for admission in the Honours Course in Economics.  

(ii). Mathematics: A candidate shall be allowed to take up Honours in Mathematics if he/she has passed in 
Mathematics at the previous qualifying examination. A candidate who has passed in Business Mathematics is 
not eligible for admission to the Mathematics Honours Course.  

(iii). Chemistry: A candidate shall be allowed to take-up Honours in Chemistry if he/she has passed in 
Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics at the previous qualifying examination.  

(iv). Bio-Chemistry: A candidate shall be allowed to take up Honours in  Bio-Chemistry if he/she has passed  
in Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics and Biology/Bio-Technology at the previous qualifying examination.  

* A candidate of B.Sc. (Honours) in Bio-Chemistry shall have to take-up elective subjects as stated hereunder and 
inconformity with Grouping of Subjects:  

(a)  Any one of the subjects: Physics/Mathematics/Statistics  
 and  

(b) Any one of the subjects: Zoology/ Botany/ Microbiology/ Physiology/ Molecular-Biology.  

 

(v). Micro-Biology: A candidate shall be allowed to take-up Honours in  Micro Biology if he/she has passed in 
Chemistry in the previous qualifying  Examination..  

*Subject combination for Micro-Biology: Chemistry and any one of the following subjects :  

 Mathematics/Physics/Computer Science/Botany/Zoology/Physiology.  

 

(vi). Physiology: A candidate shall be allowed to take-up Honours in Physiology if he/she has passed the subject 
Physiology/Biology/Bio-Technology and Chemistry in the  previous qualifying examination. The subject 
Biology/Bio-Technology may be treated as the related subject. 

  

(vii). Food and Nutrition: A candidate shall be allowed to take-up Honours in Food and Nutrition if he/she 
has passed in Chemistry at the previous qualifying examination and to take up Chemistry as one of the elective 
subjects.  

 

 



(viii). Anthropology: A candidate shall be allowed to take up Honours in Anthropology if he/she has passed the 
subject Anthropology/ Biological Sciences in the previous qualifying examination. A candidate shall not be 
allowed to take-up Anthropology along with Sociology.  

(ix). Environmental Science: Candidates have to take up Chemistry as one of the elective subjects.  

 

(x) Computer Science: The combination of subject for Computer Science Hons. Course shall be Mathematics as one of 
the General subjects and any one of the subjects: either Physics or Statistics or Electronics . 

 

(xi)Education: If the candidate has not studied Education as a subject in the previous qualifying examination then 
Psychology/ Philosophy/ Mathematics/Sociology/ Economics/ Political 
Science/History/Statistics/Physics/Chemistry/Biology be treated as related subjects. 

 

(xii) Philosophy: If the candidate has not studied Philosophy as a subject in the previous qualifying examination then 
Psychology/ Math/ Education/ Sociology/Political Science be treated as related subjects 

 

(xii) Sociology: Candidates passed the previous qualifying examination (10+2) in Science/Humanities/Arts (except 
Commerce) stream with any subject will be allowed to get admission in Sociology (Honours). 
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